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Valuation Guidance  
 
Background  
As previously communicated the Fund´s issuance of NAV has been suspended and remains 
suspended until further notice. In order to provide investors with some sense of development 
of the performance of the Fund, given both the extended time period since last valuation and 
the on-going pandemic, the Investment Manager has decided to provide an informal 
indicative valuation provided on an informational, non-reliance basis. This valuation guidance 
does therefore not serve as a contract note and will not be distributed to investors´accounts. It 
will, however, provide you with a balanced understanding of the value of your holding as per 
Dec 30, 2020.  
 
Basis  
In order to arrive at the indicative valuation range, the Investment Manager has chosen to 
change the standard valuation techniques previously used. Price of the forest output (timber, 
pulp etc) is a crucial factor when producing any valuation. Historically a 12-month average 
for teak prices has been used for the Brazilian holdings and a 24-month average for the 
Latvian holdings that historically have been more volatile. This makes sense in a world of 
going concern, i.e. when there is no defined end to the investment. 
 
However, the Fund is now entering into a period, after necessary approvals from the Fund´s 
regulatory authority, of liquidizing assets. This entails selling assets or harvesting at the price 
given in the market at a certain point in time. The Investment Manager is therefore of the 
opinion that it is correct to abandon the average pricing model historically used. This means 
that price fluctuations will have a much larger impact on the NAV going forward. Up and 
down. 
 
Prices are slightly down in both Brazil and Latvia compared to previous 12, and 24-month 
averages. Note that changes of share classes other than EUR are purely down to foreign 
exchange rate changes. For example USD weakened against the EUR meaning that income in 
EUR produced more income in USD. The reverse is the case for SEK and NOK where these 
currencies were strenghtened against the EUR so income in EUR produced less income in 
NOK or SEK. In Sept 1 EUR was 10,49 SEK, in Dec 1 EUR was 10,05 SEK a 4% difference. 
 
It should further be noted that:  

I. Future expenses relating to the liquidation have already been accrued in 
the previous valuation and occurring expenses since are set off against 
that accrual.  

II. Management fees and performance fees are waived (in effect put to zero) 
from March 1, 2020 to March 1, 2021.  

III. There has been no inclusion of growth in volume of standing timber 
since change from Sep to Dec is marginal. 

 
The result is the below presented price range, where Medium is to be seen as the most likely 
figure, leaving some margin both up and down given the non-offical character of the 
valuation. A summary to understand the difference between the three brackets: 



 
High end: Same pricing model used as for previous Valuation Guideline, i.e. a 12 month 
average for Brazil and 24 months for Latvia. No management fees. 
 
Medium: New pricing model for all holdings based on the externally produced Q4 pricing 
rather than 12/24-months. No management fees. 
 
Low end: Same pricing model as for the Medium scenario but applying lowest price in the 
range provided.  
  
Note that this indicative price range is not being held out as constituting a NAV, but the view 
of the Investment Manager and it is being provided on an informational non-reliance basis. 
 
 
    Low end Medium Previous Change High end 
Class A EUR 165,81 171,17 181,87 -5,88% 180,66 

 USD 209,24 216 220,25 -1,93% 227,98 

 GBP 223,7 230,93 249,02 -7,26% 243,74 

 NOK 1831,15 1890,34 2095,65 -9,80% 1995,16 
Class C EUR 122,92 126,89 134,82 -5,88% 133,93 

 SEK 1478,96 1526,76 1694,63 -9,91% 1611,42 

 USD 118,97 122,81 125,23 -1,93% 129,62 
Class D SEK 1283,36 1324,84 1470,5 -9,91% 1398,3 

 
 
It should further be noted that albeit global demand for wood products generally has 
increased it is a very fragmented market. The recent surge in demand is primarily seen in the 
segments of pulp and soft wood. 
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